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Indonesia has consistently been named as one of the Asian countries because of its rapid economic growth and development but along with the achieved result, it still often occurs smuggling and illegal trade. The problem of a smuggling is very complicated issue in Indonesia because it involving many interests or individuals who have certain interests. This study aims determine the smuggling crime in the field of export import. This study used normative legal research. The result of this study showed that the legal regulations in Indonesia regarding in smuggling on the Law No. 10/1995 which was renewed by Law No. 17/2006 on Custom. Then on the authority of eradicating smuggling is regulated in Law No. 2/2002 on Polices and Supreme Court Regulation No. 13/2016 on Procedures of Handling Criminal Act by Company. The conclusion drawn from this study is that the regulation is overlaps and leads to many misinterpretations within the authority of interagency so it causes weak coordination between agencies in handling and enforcing the law for perpetrators in the effort to combat smuggling in Indonesia and the regulations still needs to be improved.
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